Robotic systems have been used to automate assembly tasks in manufacturing and in teleoperation. Conventional robotic systems, however, have been ineffective in controlling contact force in multiple contact states of complex assembly that involves interactions between complex-shaped parts. Unlike robots, humans excel at complex assembly tasks by utilizing their intrinsic impedance, forces and torque sensation, and tactile contact clues. By examining the human behavior in assembling complex parts, this study proposes a novel geometry-independent control method for robotic assembly using adaptive accommodation (or damping) algorithm. Two important conditions for complex assembly, target approachability and bounded contact force, can be met by the proposed control scheme. It generates target approachable motion that leads the object to move closer to a desired target position, while contact force is kept under a predetermined value. Experimental results from complex assembly tests have confirmed the feasibility and applicability of the proposed method.
Introduction
There are increasing needs for robotic systems in assembly tasks in manufacturing or teleoperation in hazardous environments. In manufacturing, automated robotic assembly increases product quality, reduces manufacturing costs and decreases the risk of repetitive motion injuries. Construction or repair in space or in hazardous environment may require an assembly of a complicated object into an uncertain environment. For assembly operations, conventional position-controlled robots have been proven to be ineffective when there is positional uncertainty. For example, if a position-controlled robot attempts to assemble a peg into a hole, the robot cannot insert the peg into the hole unless the center lines of the peg and the hole are placed closer than the assembly tolerance. In a misalignment state, excessive contact forces are generated as the robot attempts to push the peg into place. This inability to control the contact forces on the object and the environment degrades the performance of the robots. To alleviate this problem, passive and active compliant motion control methods have been introduced to conventional position-controlled robots. Since many robots only touch the environment at the manipulator endpoint, by incorporating passive compliance at the end-effector, the remote center compliance (RCC) allows the robot to automatically perform a peg-in-hole assembly without jamming (1) . Often passive approaches like the RCC are task specific, and there is a need for active compliance control for more general tasks. Active compliance control requires active feedback of measurements of endpoint force and displacement to generate a desired force output relating to the actively-controlled compliance. By these compliance control approaches, either passive or active, simple assembly tasks such as peg-in-hole insertion can be easily automated. However, in manufacturing or operations in an unknown environment, the geometry of the objects to be assembled is more complex than a peg and a hole, which further complicates assembly and decreases the chance for successful automated assembly.
A complex assembly can be defined as an assembly task which deals with complex-shaped objects with concavity in an unknown environment, where unexpected contacts may occur frequently. In a complex assembly, the nominal insertion path is usually multi-dimensional, and there exist numerous and complicated contact states. Conventional compliance control methods are not applicable to complex assembly operations due to their computational complexity in generating a multi-dimensional motion plan. Moreover, they are not suitable to cope with the nonlinear compliance effect that results from multiple contacts between the object and the environment during complex assembly process (2) . There have been a number of studies which attempt to automate complex assembly process using robotic systems. By extending the idea of active compliance control, Shimmels and Peshkin proposed an admittance control law for force-guided assembly, based on the linear compliance mapping (3) . This method requires analysis of every possible contact state. Due to this limitation of linear compliance mapping, the method is hard to be applied to complex assembly tasks. McCarragher presented a discrete event controller for assembly tasks that imitates human decision making mechanism (4) . Since this method needs numerical procedures to compute the optimal discrete event trajectory and optimal continuous insertion path, it does not appear to be feasible for high speed assembly tasks. Lee and Asada proposed a perturbation/correlation method to insert a long pipe into a hole using vibratory end-effector (5) . This method is limited to one-dimensional assembly and is not applicable to multidimensional assembly tasks. In their study on compliant motion planning, Lozano-Perez et al. introduced the concept of uncertainty cones for backprojection, which plans the motion backwards from the goal region toward the start point (6) . This computation of the backprojection region is recursively done until the start point is included in one of the backprojection regions. This recursive computation, however, degrades the positional accuracy as the travel distance increases. In our previous work we proposed a stiffness controller in Cartesian space by using a contact localization method, which updates the location of the compliance frame using force/torque sensor information and the geometry of the object to be inserted (7) . In a multiple contact case, however, it is not trivial to locate the instant center of rotation or compliance center, and the proposed controller can be used in single contact cases only.
The studies mentioned above have limitations to be applied to robotic assembly operations owing to their dependency on geometry or to their lack of capability for planning multi-dimensional motion. In contrast to robots, humans are capable of performing complex assembly by utilizing their intrinsic impedance and haptic sensation, even without visual (or geometric) information. This study proposes a geometry-independent force-guided control method for automated robotic assembly. By examining the human behavior in assembling complex-shaped parts, a novel assembly rule named the adaptive accommodation method is exploited and mathematically formulated by using accommodation (or damping) property and force/torque sensing. Two important conditions for complex assembly can be met by the adaptive accommodation method: target approachability and bounded contact force. The proposed control scheme generates target approachable motion that leads the object to move closer to a desired target position, while the contact force is constrained under a tolerable value. The feasibility and applicability of the proposed control method have been verified through experiments on robotic assembly operations including T-insertion and double-peg-assembly.
Control Scheme for Complex Assembly
A conceptual example of complex assembly is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the figure an object with complex shape is inserted into an environment that also has complex shape. A complex shape can be defined as geometry composed of polyhedra including concavities. Unlike simple insertion tasks, complex assembly operation involves various contact states including multiple contacts during insertion.
The nominal insertion path of complex assembly operation may become either one-dimensional or multidimensional insertion path depending on the initial position of the object to be inserted, as well as the geometry of the object and the environment. In formulating the algorithm for complex assembly, it is assumed that there are neither nominal motion plans nor predetermined contact states, which can be acquired from the geometry of the part and environment. This is analogous to the situation where a blindfold human inserts an object into a hole with no geometry information, where unexpected contacts occur due to the misalignment between the object and the environment.
In complex assembly operation the target approachability should be considered to lead the object towards a Fig. 1 Complex assembly predetermined target position that can be determined from the current contact sate. It should be noted that the error reduction property is not applicable as in Peshkin's study, since no nominal path can be planned in complex assembly (8) . Along with the target approachability condition, the contact force should be bounded so that the object does not exert excessive force on the environment. Figure 2 illustrates a typical contact state during complex assembly using a robot manipulator. In robotic assembly, the information available to the robot includes the endpoint pose (position/orientation), the resultant contact wrench (force/torque) and the target pose (position/orientation). In the figure, the current tool pose is denoted by vector
1 Approaching target position by solving convex optimization problem
T represent the position of the endpoint, and O = (α,β,γ)
T the rotation angles around x, y, and z-axes of the corresponding TCP (Tool Center Point) frame. The twist vector t in the figure represents the angular velocity and translational velocity of the endpoint
T ). The target twist vector d is determined from the difference between the current endpoint pose X and the target endpoint pose X t . It is normalized by the desired magnitudes of translational and angular velocities, V d and Ω d , which are predetermined and provided by the operator. The target twist d can be described as follows:
where
It should be noted that the angular velocities of the twist vector t and the target twist vector d are scaled by the scaling factor k, so that translational and angular displacements are balanced in the distance metric defined as: 
The scaling factor k can be determined heuristically by considering the dimension of the object to be inserted (8) - (10) . In this study, the maximum radius of rotation of the object to be inserted is used as the scaling factor k. The contact force and torque measured by the force/torque (FT) sensor is represented by the wrench vector
T ) in the figure. The wrench vector is also described in TCP frame.
Finding the optimum twist that leads to a target position can be formulated into an optimization problem. The objective function f (t) is chosen to minimize half the squared difference between the target twist d and the current twist t :
According to the screw theory, the admissible motion space while the object is in contact with the environment is represented by the reciprocal and repelling constraints (11) . The wrench vector w and the twist vector t satisfy the constraint function g(t) that can be either in equality or inequality form:
The equality condition (−w T t = 0) represents the reciprocal constraints, and the inequality condition (−w T t < 0) the repelling constraints. The physical meaning of the constraints is that in the reciprocal motion space the virtual work done by the wrench equals to zero, and in the repelling motion space the virtual work done by the wrench is larger than zero.
Since both the quadratic objective function f (t) and the constraint function g(t) are convex, this yields a convex optimization problem, which guarantees a global minimum at an instantaneous quasi-static state. Thus the complex assembly problem can be formulated as a simple quadratic convex problem to find the solution represented by the optimum twist vector t * .
By applying the Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition, the Lagrangian L for the optimization problem is described as:
where variable u represents the Lagrangian multiplier. The stationary conditions for the Lagrangian L with respect to the components of the twist vector t (t = (ω x ,ω y ,ω z ,v x ,v y ,v z ) T ) and the Lagrangian multiplier u yield the solutions t * and u * . The solution for the constrained optimization problem satisfies the necessary Kuhn-Tucker conditions as follows:
where t i denotes a component of the optimum twist vector t * .
Among the four Kuhn-Tucker conditions, the condition u * ≥ 0 (Eq. (9)) is a necessary condition indicating that an optimum twist exists. In case u * < 0, there exists no solution for the optimization problem and thus no optimum twist exists. This implies that u * can be used as an important index indicating whether the object is approachable to a target pose in a certain contact state. In this study, the Lagrange multiplier u * is named as the "accommodation index." Among the four Kuhn-Tucker conditions described above, the condition u · g(t) = 0 (Eq. (8)) yields two cases: u * = 0 and g(t * ) = 0. In case u * = 0, the constraint on the wrench and the twist (g(t) = −w T t ≤ 0) becomes inactive. In this case, the solution of the optimization problem becomes:
i.e., the optimum twist t * simply equals to the target twist
d.
This situation can be illustrated by insertion of a Tshaped object in 2D space (Fig. 3 (a) ), where the contact force F does not hinder the object from approaching the target pose X t . The solution of the optimization problem, the optimum twist t * , lies in the repelling motion space as can be seen in Fig. 3 (b) . In case g(t * ) = 0, the constraint on the wrench and the twist (g(t) = −w T t ≤ 0) is active. In this case, the solutions of the optimization problem become:
This situation is illustrated by insertion of a T-shaped object in Fig. 4 (a) , where the object maintains contact with the environment. In this case, the optimum twist t * lies in the reciprocal motion space as can be seen in Fig. 4 (b) .
It is important to note that the Lagrangian multiplier u * maps the wrench (or force) to the twist (or velocity), as accommodation (or inverse damping) describes a force-tovelocity relationship in mechanical systems. It has accommodation characteristics similar to the conventional damping control law described as:
where D denotes a damping matrix, and A an accommodation matrix. In contrast to the conventional linear accommodation matrix A, the Lagrangian multiplier u * is dynamically calculated from the wrench w measured by the FT sensor and the current target twist d as can be seen in Eq. (11). 
2 Approaching target position through perturbation
The admissible motion space can only be determined by contact analysis, which requires the information on the current contact state resulting from the geometric features of the object and the environment. Thus there are cases where the admissible motion space cannot be formed only by using the resultant wrench measured by the FT sensor in certain multiple contact states. In these cases the optimum twist t * obtained from the convex optimization problem does not ensure the object to approach the final target position. This problem can be alleviated by introducing the perturbation twist that directs the object to a target position while keeping the contact forces under a certain value. Figure 5 illustrates a multiple contact state in complex assembly operation. In this state the admissible motion space generally differs from the motion space determined by the resultant wrench measured by the FT sensor. The motion space determined from the force measurement is named the expanded admissible motion space, which includes the admissible motion space (12) . The mo-tion space for the multiple contact states (Fig. 5 ) is illustrated in Fig. 6 . For simplicity, the figure shows only the planar translational components of motion space formed by contact forces F 1 and F 2 . As can be seen in the figure the admissible motion space is a subset of the expanded admissible motion space. The solution t * of the optimization problem may not exist in the admissible motion space, but rather in the expanded admissible motion space. Since it does not exist in the admissible motion space, the optimum twist obtained from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions may not be target approachable. It may even lead the object to exert excessive force on the environment. To avoid this situation, another condition is imposed to limit the magnitude of the resultant wrench. In case the magnitude of the measured wrench exceeds a predetermined limit by ill-conditioned multiple contacts, a perturbation is generated in search for a direction that keeps the resultant wrench under the limit. After a series of perturbations in the expanded admissible motion space, the object can transit either to a well-conditioned contact state or to a non-contact state, which allows further insertion. The perturbation can be represented by the perturbation twist vector δ:
where δ ω is the rotational perturbation twist, δ V the translational perturbation twist.
Based on the conventional linear damping control law, the perturbation twist vector δ can be determined by giving the perturbation in the direction of the measure re- sultant wrench. The rotational perturbation twist vector δ ω can be formulated as:
where diag(C ω ,C ω ,C ω ) is a three-by-three diagonal matrix with diagonal elements of all C ω 's. Here C ω is rotational accommodation, and the value of C ω can be calculated from the inverse of tolerable rotational stiffness K ω at the robot endpoint and the sampling time T S of the accommodation controller:
The tolerable stiffness K ω is determined from the desired robot endpoint stiffness and the measurable range of the FT sensor. Likewise, the translational perturbation twist vector δ V can be formulated as:
where diag(C V ,C V ,C V ) is a three-by-three diagonal matrix with diagonal elements of all C V 's. Here C V is translational accommodation, and the value of C V can be calculated from the inverse of tolerable translational stiffness K V at the robot endpoint and the sampling time T S of the accommodation controller:
The tolerable stiffness K V is determined from the desired robot endpoint stiffness and the measurable range of the FT sensor.
In determining the accommodation parameters C ω and C V , the tolerable stiffness of the object and the environment and the bandwidth of the robot are also taken into consideration. The perturbation twist can be effective in case of jamming (or wedging) with large surface friction between the object and the environment. For example, the rotational perturbation in the direction of the circular arrow in Fig. 5 will lead the object from the ill-conditioned contact state to a different contact state or even to a noncontact state.
3 Adaptive accommodation controller
The control scheme described in the previous section maps the measured contact wrench into the target approachable twist by using the accommodation (or damping) property. Thus we name this control scheme as the "adaptive accommodation control method," since accommodation property (Lagrangian multiplier u * , rotational accommodation C ω , or translational accommodation C V ) is determined from the current contact state. The adaptive accommodation control scheme is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Depending on the contact condition between the object and the environment, either the optimum twist t * or the perturbation twist δ becomes the target approachable twist t + that commands the position/orientation of the object to reach the target position.
As can be seen in the figure, in case no contact between the object and the environment is detected by the FT sensor, the solution of the optimization problem is simply the target twist d, and this in turn becomes the target approachable twist t + . A conventional PID controller is used to follow the target twist d, so that the object can reach the target pose X d . Upon contact between the object and the environment, the target approachable twist t + is calculated by using the adaptive accommodation module. Once the target approachable twist t + is determined by the adaptive accommodation module, the target pose X d is updated. As illustrated in detail in Fig. 8 , the adaptive accommodation module determines the target approachable twist t + , either by the optimum twist generator or by the perturbation twist generator based on the magnitude of the measured wrench w and the accommodation index u * . When the measured contact wrench is below the wrench limit, the perturbation twist generator calculates the perturbation twist δ, and it is used as the target approachable twist t + to command the position/orientation of the object. In case the contact wrench is above the limit, the optimum twist generator first estimates the accommodation index u * . If the accommodation index u * is larger than or equal to 0, the optimum twist t * calculated by the optimum twist generator is used as the target approachable twist t + . If the accommodation index u * is smaller than 0, the perturbation twist generator calculates the perturbation twist δ to be used as the target approachable twist t + . It should be noted that the contact wrench is kept bounded, when the adaptive accommodation module generates the twist that is target approachable. This control scheme was implemented on the VMEbased real-time robot system that runs on VxWorks (Fig. 9) . By using the developed system, robotic manipulators are controlled with three control modes: the noncontact mode, the optimum twist mode, and the perturbation twist mode. The update rate for the target twist is chosen by considering the computation time for the twist generation and the inverse kinematics of the robot. The servo rate in the PID controller is determined by considering the steady state response of the robot dynamics.
Experiments
The control system developed in the previous section was tested through experiments on two assembly operations: T-assembly and double-peg assembly. T-assembly and double-peg assembly represent typical examples of planar complex assembly and spatial assembly respectively, where the objects with concavity are inserted into unknown environments as in the definition of complex assembly.
1 T-assembly
T-assembly is a typical planar assembly that requires rotational motion as well as planar translational motion. A 4-DOF robotic manipulator (SCARA, Gold Star, Inc.) was controlled by the adaptive accommodation control system. The dimensions of the T-shaped part and the C-shaped slot used in the experiment are illustrated in Fig. 10 . The width of the T-shaped part and thus the tolerance were determined from geometric parameters, including the thickness of T-shape and the thickness and slot width of Cshape. The specifications for the insertion task are listed in Table 1 . The procedure for T-assembly is illustrated in Fig. 11 , sequentially from the initial position (i) to the full insertion (iv). The change of contact mode during Tassembly is plotted in Fig. 12 , where the non-contact mode is denoted by mode 0, the optimum twist mode by mode 1, and the perturbation twist mode by mode 2. As can be seen in the figure, the adaptive accommodation controller Table 1 Task specification of T-assembly was mostly in the optimum twist mode (mode 1). While in the perturbation twist mode (mode 2), which usually corresponds to a multiple contact state, the adaptive accommodation controller helped disengaging from an illconditioned contact state to either the optimum twist mode (mode 1) or the non-contact mode (mode 0). Figure 13 plots the resultant forces and torque measured by FT sensor during insertion. As can be seen in the figure, the force and torque were bounded by predetermined limits (20 N for force and 500 Nm for torque). The sequences (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Fig. 11 are marked in Figs. 12 and 13.
2 Double-peg assembly
By using a 6-DOF manipulator (HR7601, Hyundai Table 2 Task specification for double-peg assembly The radial tolerance between the peg and the hole was 0.1 mm, which was tight enough to cause frequent multiple contacts during the insertion. The specifications for the insertion task are listed in Table 2 . The procedure for double-peg as-sembly is illustrated in Fig. 15 , sequentially from the initial position (i) to the full insertion (iv). The initial position (i) is set so that two pegs are partially inserted into two holes with some misalignment, as shown in the figure. The change of contact mode, while the double-hole disk was inserted through the two cylinders, is plotted in Fig. 16 . As can be seen in the figure, once the mating is completed after 5 sec, the adaptive accommodation controller is scarcely in the non-contact mode (mode 0), and it transits between the optimum mode (mode 1) and the perturbation mode (mode 2). It suggests that a simple compliant control may be used as in a single peg-in-hole task after the mating is completed. Figure 17 plots the resultant forces and torque measured by the FT sensor during the operation. The plots show that the force and torque were bounded by predetermined limits (20 N for force and 500 Nm for torque). The sequences (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of 
Conclusions
Unlike robots, humans are capable of performing complex assembly tasks. They use a combination of intrinsic compliance, forces and torque sensation, and tactile contact clues from edges and boundaries. Through these abilities they can recognize and correct misalignment between the object to be inserted and the environment, and this allows them to quickly converge on a solution that leads to a complete assembly.
In this study a novel force-guided control method with adaptive accommodation algorithm is proposed by using position and force/torque sensing. The adaptive accommodation control requires neither motion planning nor contact analysis based on the geometry of the object and the environment. By using this control scheme, two important conditions for complex assembly, target approachability and bounded contact force, can be satisfied.
The proposed method has been tested on T-assembly and double-peg assembly. The experimental results have confirmed that the proposed controller can deal with multiple contact cases and is robust to alignment errors.
Our future works include resolution of the singularity problem that leads to local optima, rather than to global optima, in seeking for the optimal solution. In case the part to be inserted and the environment have geometric symmetry and happen to be aligned along a symmetry line, which may occur in T-assembly for example, the assembly process may fall into singularity. This is due to the limitation of local compliance planning which the proposed control method is based on. In our future work we plan to alleviate the singularity problem by employing composite planning method that avoids local optima by providing a brief outline of geometric features of the object and the environment.
The proposed control scheme may be used in disassembling the parts simply by reversing the assembly procedure. The results of this study can also be extended to cooperative assembly operation of multiple robotic arms. In cooperative assembly, more human-like and efficient operation would be possible with the proposed control method, since it is independent of the geometry of the assembly parts, the conditions of contact states, and the structure of robot kinematics.
